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W - is for Victory !
By Ryan Ouellette – LYFS President - e-mail Ryan.Ouellette@lyfs.org
Last Sunday was indeed a very special day – something that has not happened in many years – every Wildcat
football team was victorious. To add to that, 5 of our 6 tackle football teams recorded lop-sided victories over their
opponents. We hope that everyone is enjoying the football season…..don’t blink it’s almost over !! The regular
season is almost done. Several football teams are in the playoff hunt and the Grade 3/U9 team will be playing in
the annual G3 Super Bowl.
I really want to call out our cheerleaders…it’s getting closer to their season. We will have an all-hands-on-deck Pep
th
Rally for our cheer teams on Monday October 19 in the LMS gymnasium. More details will be coming but all
football teams will need to assemble in the gym by 6:45pm.
Lastly a VERY IMPORTANT update – our Londonderry Cheer Competition is scheduled for
th
November 7 at LHS as an all day event. Jackie Macaulay our Cheer Director and team have
been working countless hours to put this event together. Jackie informs the board that we have
over 80 teams registered to participate……that’s 30% more than 2014. If you have not yet met
your volunteer hours it is critical that you sign-up to support both our cheerleaders and the LYFS
organization.
Even if you may have already filled your volunteer obligations there is always room to help more
and with so many teams coming to Londonderry we need all the help we can get.

Powder Puff Practice
By Rick Lessard – LYFS VP & Mr. Powder Puff
e-mail Rick.Lessard@lyfs.org
The Wildcat ladies on the Powder Puff team have
been hard at work in practice these last few weeks.
nd
They are getting ready for the 2 annual Powder Puff
flag-football game.
They will be playing the Powder Puffers from the
th
Derry Demons on Friday October 16 in Derry at the
Humphrey Road fields – Don Ball Park. The game
time is 7:00 pm and the Wildcats will have some more updates prior to the game.
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Flags Away in Bedford
By Bubba Higgins – Returning Flag Beat Sports Writer - e-mail bubba@lyfs.org
The Wildcats White & Blue Flag battalions and the
Tiny Mite Cheerleaders visited the impressive
stadium and turf field of gracious host Bedford last
weekend with White up against Nashua PAL Yellow
and Blue facing the host’s Red squad.
PAL came out firing with a quick strike on a
touchdown run from mid field on their opening
series, and then held the Londonderry White attack
in check on theirs. But the ever consistent go-toguy, #3 Colton Boorda broke the silence with a long
run on the first play of their second series to even
the score. The next few possessions the teams
would be deadlocked like knights in a chess match,
until Boorda, once again, came through with another
score to take the lead into the half.
Meanwhile at the opposite end of the 100 yard
field, Londonderry Blue was dominating the host’s
Red team with amazing defensive play by the
sack master, #89 Jordan Ball. It wouldn’t take
long for the scoring machine, #87 Sully Daron to
get busy with a signature touchdown run. The
relentless Wildcats Blue defense continued to
harass Bedford Red’s offensive backfield with
more drops for a loss by the tag team combo of
#4 Connor Beaudet and #2 Will Hazzard. Sully D.
would close the half with one more scamper to his
home away from home, the end zone!
The 2nd half for Blue took on a bit of a different
flavor with the host team set to remind everyone
whose house it was. They produced a balanced attack, moving the ball, getting a first down and punching it in for
their first score of the game.
Ben Williams #20 answered with a long run, moving the ball
beyond mid field, but the determined Bedford Red defense
stalled the drive. Bedford put together another methodical drive
ending with a game tying score. Blue’s next possession looked
promising with their first two plays leading to mid field, but a
questionable call denied them of what looked like a sure first
down. Bedford would take their 3rd and final possession of the
game back to the end zone leaving Blue desperate to make
something happen.
One strong run by #27 Carter Blanco followed by another by #12
Jayden Gulotta earned a 1st down. But as the clock was winding
down, Daron aired one out to Williams, but Red’s stingy D-Backs
swatted it away.
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On the north end of the field White picked right back up
where they left off with a long run just short of the goal line
by #8 Jacob Cervantes. #3, Colton Boorda would carry it
across the line on the next play and his 3rd score.
On the ensuing PAL possession, the big White D forced a 4
and out with flag pulls by #16 Blake Buttle and #7 Tyler
McGrath. #81 Owen Crafts doing his best Tom Brady
impression started firing the ball around to favorite targets
#99 Cole Owens and #15 Broch St. Gelais but the PAL D
said no and stalled the drive. #1 Oden Delorey started the
next White drive with a long sideline dance leading to
another Cats score. One more PAL score would make it
close, but the Cats D stepped up and brought the battle to a
close.

Grade 3 Defense Steps it Up
By Jim Loiselle – LYFS Secretary – EndZone Publisher e-mail jim.loiselle@lyfs.org
Last week the G3/U9 Wildcats turned on the offensive jets scoring 37 points and over 400 yards of offense in a
close game against Monadnock. Today the defense would step up against the Mustangs of Milford.
The defense would allow only 40 total yards and three first downs. Of the 20 Milford offensive plays on three first
half possessions the Cats only allowed positive yards on 11 of those plays. #27 Devin Boles had 6 solo tackles 3
for loss. #33 Colby Walden recorded 2 tackles for a loss and #12 Jaylen Stott broke up a pass play for no gain and
recorded 2 solo tackles for a loss.
The Milford offense’s first series was their best one of the day. They controlled the ball for over 5 minutes but gave
the ball up on downs to Londonderry on their 49 yard line. Waiting, the Wildcat offense now took over and would
never look back or be stopped.

On his first touch of the day #59 Reagan Fitzgerald (above) would break a 36 yard first down run to the Milford 14
yard line. #8 Sam Ogden would punch it in the final yard for the TD (Fitzgerald EP run) and the 7 to 0 Wildcat lead.
After a quick possession Milford would again surrender the ball on downs. One play, 14 seconds, and 55 yards
later Devin Boles would score to make it Londonderry 13 Milford 0.
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On their next series the
sputtering Mustang
offense would cough up
the fumble recovered by
Londonderry on the 40
yard line with plenty of
time left in the half.
From there Jaylen Stott
would carry the ball to
the 18. The Mustang
defense briefly stalled
the Cats offense pushing
them back 7 yards.
Taking to the air Jaylen
would complete a pass
to Colby Walden to the 6
yard line and the first
down. Jaylen would
quickly score, and with
the Jacob McClory (#21)
EP run the cats pulled
ahead by 20.
Quickly forcing out the
Milford offense on 4
plays the Cats again
took control of the ball
with just over one minute
in the half. #52 Carson
Palma would carry the
ball 9 yards and then
Jacob McClory the final 24 yards (Colby Walden EP run) for the score and the Londonderry 27 to 0 halftime lead.
nd

Londonderry would receive the ball to start the 2 half taking the kick-off on the 45 yard line of Milford. One play
later and Carson Palma 45 yard TD run would put the game away. The G3 get the lop-sided victory over Milford 33
to 0.

Grade 5 Wildcats Outrun the Mustangs
By Jim Loiselle – LYFS Secretary – EndZone Publisher e-mail jim.loiselle@lyfs.org
The Milford Grade 5 team entered the game winless and struggled mightily in meeting the 3 and 1 Londonderry
Grade 5 Wildcats.
The Wildcat defense was immovable. In the first half on 19 offensive plays Milford gained just 22 total yards and
one first down. A first down that was gained with the help of the lone Wildcat penalty of the day. #10 Nathan
Pedrick lead the defense with 4 solo tackles one for loss. #99 Nicholas
Kotsakis and #37 Brandon Robbins would each get 2 solo stops while #79
Hunter Rheaume would get a QB sack.
Londonderry’s first offensive drive took 3 plays and a 45 yard TD run by #37
Brandon Robbins (Pedrick EP run) and the Wildcat lead. Liam Stott’s 27
yard pass to #11 Dane Duarte would set up 10 yard TD run by #56 Dylan
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Wrisley and with Hunter Rheaume’s EP run
the Cats would lead 14 to 0.
Left #37 Brandon Robbins gets the corner for his TD
run - #10 Nathan Pedrick and #42 Andrew Kullman

Again Milford was forced out on downs with
Londonderry taking over on the Milford 32
yard line. On a one play scoring drive Liam
Stott passed 32 yards to #87 Padraig
Provost and with the Dylan Wrisley EPs kick
Londonderry pulled ahead 22 to 0 with over
5 minutes left in the first half.
Another failed Milford series would put the
ball in the hands of the Londonderry offense
that Milford could not stop.
With under a minute in the first half to play
#42 Andrew Kullman would core on a 40
yard TD run for the Londonderry lop-sided victory as the slaughter rule took over for the Londonderry 28 to 0 final
victory. As per rule the teams played a controlled
scrimmage for the final 2 quarters.
Right - #56 Dylan Wrisley takes the hole opened by #76
Nicholas Lemay and #12 Kevin Rourke for his TD score.
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Grade 7 Wildcats Not Stoppable on Offense
By Jim Loiselle – LYFS Secretary – EndZone Publisher e-mail jim.loiselle@lyfs.org
Like a ball rolling down a shallow hill it took the Grade 7 Wildcats a few series to get the ball rolling but once they
started there was no slowing them down. Behind solid blocking and head down running the Cats would slowly
churn up yards, completions and points.
The Mustangs and Wildcats traded possessions to
start the game with each offense shut down on 4
and out series. On Milford’s second possession a
bruising tackle by Wildcat #37 Eric Raza caused a
fumble recovered by #21 Dylan McEachern on the
46 yard line. #19 Jacob Nar was stopped for no
gain and then an incomplete pass set up
Londonderry again for a potential 4 and out
rd
scenario. Taking the ball however on 3 and 10
#27 Luke Romanek would take the ball the 46 yards
for the TD. The EPs points attempt was blocked
and Londonderry took the early lead.
On Milford’s next series #55 Will Reyes would
intercept a pass setting up a long 6 minute clock
draining Londonderry offense drive. The 13 play
drive behind the running of #11 Nicholas
Asadoorian, #24 Lucas Seeman, #37 Eric Raza,
and #56 Lance Martineau would set the ball up on
the 2 yard line with Nicholas Asadoorian taking it in
for the TD. #37 Eric Raza’s EPs kick was good !!!
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Will Reyes (right #55) had his ball “radar” on all day recording 6
solo tackles 4 for a loss. #76 Timothy Breau had 5 solo tackles.
The swarming defense, each recording 2+ solo tackles, included
#81 Robby Derhak, #66 Eugene Donovan, #77 Keith Cucinotta,
#19 Jacob Nar, #24 Lucas Seaman, #4 Dylan Bernadini and #5
Johnny McKinnon.
rd

Londonderry would briefly stumble opening the 3 quarter
fumbling the ball on the Milford 18 yard line after a long Luke
Romanek run. But forcing Milford over on downs the Wildcats
would take over and overcoming a 15 yard personal foul penalty
runs by Dylan McEachern and the final 45 yard run by Luke
Romanek the Cats would pull ahead 20 to 0.
Again forcing out Milford on 4 straight plays Londonderry took
rd
over at mid field with 4 minutes left in the 3 quarter. On a long
sustained drive of nearly 6 minutes Londonderry behind Lance
Martineau, Eric Raza and the final 5 yard TD run by #19 Jacob
Nar Londonderry would pull ahead 26 to 0.
Milford had no answer to the swarming defense. On their next series with #90 Jeffrey Kelly rushing the QB #24
Lucas Seaman intercepted the wayward pass putting the ball back into Wildcat hands. On the final offensive series
Lance Martineau would score the final Wildcat TD for the Londonderry 32 to 0 lop-sided victory.

Grade 8 Outworks Milford
By Jim Loiselle – LYFS Secretary – EndZone Publisher e-mail jim.loiselle@lyfs.org
The frost on the
ground at Milford may
have impacted the G8
Wildcats in their game
against the Mustangs.
Londonderry dug a
hole for themselves
with 5 penalties and 2
turnovers in the first
quarter that allowed
Milford to pull ahead
for the early lead.
Left - #8 Tyler Kayo takes
the ball - #36 Bennett
Abladian leads the way.

rd

yards. Facing a 3 and 20 the Wildcats were put in a passing situation
and turned the ball over with an interception. Milford would take
advantage of the Londonderry mistake quickly scoring on a 28 yard TD
pass to a streaking receiver down the left side.
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Again on their next series Londonderry
would appear to stall out. Running
plays by #8 Tyler Kayo, #27 Jake
McEachern, and #36 Bennett Adladian
th
were all for loss. On 4 down Jake
McEachern would rumble up the middle
for 24 yards to the 26 yard line and the
critical first down. Tyler Kayo up the
middle on two running plays would tie
the game at 6 with 5:33 left in the
quarter.
Left #27 Jake McEachern attempts the EPs
kick – its GOOD – right !!

Kicking the ball to the 26 yard line the
Milford deep man would score on a 74
yard run and that quick Milford would
pull ahead (with the EP’s kick) 14 to 6. Again a Wildcat turnover, a fumble, was quickly
converted on three plays for the TD (#63 Blaine Hopkins would block the EPs kick attempt) and
the 20 to 6 Milford lead.
Ending the first quarter Londonderry would start to find the answer to the Mustang defense. On
a sustained drive of nearly 3 minutes behind the running of #11 Chris Gozza and Tyler Kayo Jake McEachern
would take it the final yard for the score and with his EP kick for 2 Londonderry would make it close 14 to 20 at the
end of the first.
nd

Things would settle down a bit in the 2 quarter but Londonderry was put further behind by a Milford offense drive
that took nearly 6 minutes. Pulling out all the stops including a reverse and a few pass plays Milford would score
for the 28 to 14 lead.
With 4 minutes in the half Londonderry would get
the ball on their own 42. With critical runs by
Jake McEachern and #66 Tyler Geisel
Londonderry would advance to the red-zone with
under a minute to play. A completion to #15 Cole
Keegan would set Londonderry up at the 8 yard
line with under 30 seconds in the half. Jake
McEachern would fall back to pass and finding no
one open he took advantage of a the hole in the
middle of the field and scored off the scramble.
Londonderry was down 28 to 20 at the half.
nd

Londonderry would start the 2 half on a strong
note. Cole Keegan's interception of a Milford
pass was converted, behind the runs of #17 Alex
Tsetsilas and a 6 yard TD run by Tyler Kayo the Cats would pull closer 26 to 28. Milford would quickly score on
their next series the final being a swing pass and power run to pull ahead 34 to 26.
Now quickly counter punching Londonderry would answer again (helped by two Milford personal foul penalties for
45 yards !!) with Jake McEachern bringing the ball to the 17 yard line and the final pounding 17 yard TD run by
rd
Tyler Kayo. With McEachern’s EPs kick the Wildcats would even the score at 34 with a minute left in the 3
quarter.
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rd

The 3 quarter would end on a positive note with a
Christopher Gozza interception of a Milford pass. Gozza
th
would also record a 4 quarter sack. #54 Kolby Forbes would
lead all tacklers with 7 solo stops 2 for a loss. #52 Jacob
Cullen (5 total tackles) and #78 Cooper Bartlett (4 total
tackles) would each record 2 tackles for loss. #58 Michael
Watts and Bennet Abladian also getting key stops.
Right - #63 Blaine Hopkins and #52 Jacob Cullen close in for the 4
quarter tackle.

th

th

Starting the 4 quarter on the 49 yard line Dylan McEachern
reaching to place the ball in the hands of Tyler Kayo drawing
the defense to the right, would instead tuck the ball and on the
QB draw score a 49 yard TD run and with his EP kick that
bounced off the upright Londonderry would lead for the first
time 42 to 34 with 9 minutes still remaining in the game.
The frantic pace of the
game and the pounding
Londonderry defense
took its toll finally on the
hard playing Mustangs. Finding zero success in the running game the
Mustangs took to the air. On two series Londonderry’s Bennet Abladian and
Alex Tsetsilas would each record interceptions while the interior line of Watts,
Bartlett and Hopkins of the defense would force multiple incomplete passes
giving Milford no time to set up.
Tsetsalas’s interception (left) would give the ball back to Londonderry with 3
minutes in the game. Two critical first downs later by the QB Jake
McEachern would keep Londonderry in control of the game and for the come
th
from behind 4 quarter victory and the 42 to 34 final score.
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